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Backed by the creative expertise of Bohemia Interactive, Arma 3 Apex
expands Arma 3's original single-player content with a brand new campaign,
new multiplayer maps and a new game mode. Combat operations in Arma 3
Apex take place on the island of Tanoa and its large archipelago of over 600

islands. This is a hostile landscape, where an enemy will use every
opportunity to attack you. Weapons are scarce, so be careful of your ammo
supply and plan your moves carefully. Arma 3 Apex includes a brand new

campaign featuring a fully voiced story line with emotional characters and a
rich and dynamic gameplay. Explore the island’s nooks and crannies and find
a key to open a secure military compound that holds special secrets. Armed
with grenades and machine guns, fight a bloody firefight with hundreds of

enemy soldiers and massive 40 ton tanks. In Arma 3 Apex, it is not only the
environment that is hostile, but also the enemies, as many will use all

possible means to kill you. Take control of a variety of military vehicles, from
tracked vehicles and tanks to boats and helicopters. Keep a lookout for
enemy vehicles, as well as giant structures, such as wind turbines, with

strategic importance in the gameplay. Whether you're after an exhilarating
campaign or a dazzling multiplayer experience, Arma 3 Apex guarantees an
exciting day. Feel the world through the eyes of an Arma military operator.
Experience the adrenaline rush of combat and feel the satisfaction of a hard
earned victory! In Arma 3 Apex, the path to victory is never the same. Use
the light and dark sides of the island to your advantage. During night time,

the island is full of shadows and obstacles, giving new opportunities for
tactical gameplay.
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For new ArmA 3 players looking to gain access to all premium assets, the
Ultimate Edition contains both expansion packs (Apex/Contact) along with

every official DLC from the Essentials bundle (Creator DLCs are not included).
For new ArmA 3 players looking to gain access to all premium assets, the
Ultimate Edition contains both expansion packs (Apex/Contact) along with

every official DLC from the Essentials bundle (Creator DLCs are not included).
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